
Bolshoi - A Modeling Spreadsheet(Improving Usability of Complex Analytical Modeling Tools)Project SummaryTechnical Report: CS-TR-4110Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland at College ParkWilliam C. Chengwilliam@cs.umd.edu Leana Golubchikleana@cs.umd.eduAbstractSpreadsheet programs are very popular �nancial modeling tools because they allow users tojuggle numbers and formulas with a powerful yet intuitive and easy to understand user interface;also, they often are equipped with sophisticated numerical analysis packages for data analysis andpowerful presentation utilities for visualizing results. Computer systems performance and reliabilitymodeling tools of today, on the other hand, have un-intuitive user interfaces and are di�cult to learnand use. In this work, we propose to design, build, and evaluate �olshoi, a modeling spreadsheet ,with the goal of putting modeling tools comfortably in the hands of non-expert users.In this proposal, we address management of complexity that exists in performance and reliabilityanalysis of real computer and communication systems. Speci�cally, we propose to do so throughthe design and development of an advanced modeling tool. Our tool will provide two importantfunctions: (1) a proper interface for building models that will allow system designers not just tode�ne their models, but visualize them in various ways and (2) easy plug-in of existing and futureadvanced solution techniques. We call this tool �olshoi, a Modeling Spreadsheet, because it has aspreadsheet-type interface as detailed below.Performance evaluation of real systems is complex, su�ers from scalability problems (or the so-called \state explosion" problem) and in many cases requires advanced computational techniques.Often, advanced computational techniques are based on exploitation of \special structure" in themodels (the primary way to deal with state explosion besides getting a bigger machine). Withlarge and complex models, these special structures are very expensive to expose automatically asit involves searching through a combinatorial number of permutations. Proper visualization ofmodels can greatly assist in the discovery of these special structures so that state space reductiontechniques can be applied. Discovery of special structure regularly contributes to many orders ofmagnitude in computational e�ciency. Furthermore, models are often de�ned over in�nite statespaces. We believe that a spreadsheet paradigm is ideal for visualizing such models.Without proper modeling tools, much e�ort and money is wasted by the computer industry, andmoreover, the probability of a successful outcome is low. Thus, a good tool is crucial to advances1



in the state of the art in performance modeling as well as to successful design of systems in theindustry. Every system designer should be able to integrate the use of a performance modeling toolinto his/her design process. He/she should be able to easily ask \what-if" type questions, explorepossible design choices, and make decisions based on quantitative results rather than \gut feeling".We believe that a modeling spreadsheet is the right abstraction for such tasks, and furthermore, tothe best of our knowledge this abstraction has not been exploited for performance evaluation toolpurposes.We believe that the approach proposed here will have a signi�cant impact on future perfor-mance tool designs as well as make signi�cant strides in wide-spread use of performance evaluationtechniques among computer and communication system designers.Furthermore, a modeling tool that does not require expert-level methodology knowledge is alsoan excellent undergraduate-level and graduate-level educational tool. Opportunities for hands-onexperience with modeling and performance evaluation as well as the ability to add new techniquesto the tool greatly improve the educational experience of students and their future ability to applywhat they have learned in class to design of real computer and communication systems.1 IntroductionSpreadsheet programs are very popular �nancial modeling tools because they allow users to jugglenumbers and formulas with a powerful yet intuitive and easy to understand user interface; also, theyoften are equipped with sophisticated numerical analysis packages for data analysis and powerfulpresentation utilities for visualizing results. Computer systems performance and reliability modelingtools of today, on the other hand, have un-intuitive user interfaces and are di�cult to learn and use.In this work, we propose to design, build, and evaluate �olshoi, a modeling spreadsheet , with the goalof putting modeling tools comfortably in the hands of non-expert users.1.1 The Need for a New Modeling ToolModeling is an established and accepted part of the design process of many large and complex systems,for instance, architectural designs, aircraft designs, and many more. Modeling has also become anintegral part of some aspects of computer systems design, for instance, telecommunication systems.However, many areas of computer systems design still lack proper use of modeling techniques andtools. If we are to build large complex computer and communication systems which exhibit thenecessary performance characteristics, for instance, such as large scale clusters needed for web serversand search engines, then we must make modeling and performance evaluation an integral part of theentire computer and communication systems' design and development process. Part of the di�cultyin realizing this goal is a lack of \easy to use" performance evaluation tools, which in turn is partlydue to the fact that most performance evaluation tools in existence today e�ectively require the userto �rst become an expert in the methodology on which the tool is based. Furthermore, many of theexisting tools simply do not scale up when used to model and evaluate large systems | the scalabilityproblem also results in the need for the tool user to be a methodology expert, i.e., in order to devise2



models that this particular tool is able to handle.1.2 Our GoalsIn this proposal, we address management of complexity that exists in performance and reliabilityanalysis of real computer and communication systems. Speci�cally, we propose to do so throughthe design and development of an advanced modeling tool. Our tool will provide two importantfunctions: (1) a proper interface for building models that will allow system designers not just to de�netheir models, but visualize them in various ways and (2) easy plug-in of existing and future advancedsolution techniques. We call this tool �olshoi, aModeling Spreadsheet, because it has a spreadsheet-typeinterface as detailed below.Performance evaluation of real systems is complex, su�ers from scalability problems (or the so-called\state explosion" problem) and in many cases requires advanced computational techniques. Often,advanced computational techniques are based on exploitation of \special structure" in the models (theprimary way to deal with state explosion besides getting a bigger machine). With large and complexmodels, these special structures are very expensive to expose automatically as it involves searchingthrough a combinatorial number of permutations. Proper visualization of models can greatly assistin the discovery of these special structures so that state space reduction techniques can be applied.Discovery of special structure regularly contributes to many orders of magnitude in computational e�-ciency. Furthermore, models are often de�ned over in�nite state spaces. We believe that a spreadsheetparadigm is ideal for visualizing such models.Using the spreadsheet abstraction, existing model solution techniques can be packaged as \operators"in a modeling spreadsheet where a model can be transformed (or solved) using an operator to pro-duce one or more models (which may be of di�erent types). Therefore, we also view the ModelingSpreadsheet as a tool for integrating existing and future solution techniques.Without proper modeling tools, much e�ort and money is wasted by the computer industry, andmoreover, the probability of a successful outcome is low. Thus, a good tool is crucial to advances inthe state of the art in performance modeling as well as to successful design of systems in the industry.1.3 Our VisionEvery system designer should be able to integrate the use of a performance modeling tool into his/herdesign process. He/she should be able to easily ask \what-if" type questions, explore possible designchoices, and make decisions based on quantitative results rather than \gut feeling". We believe thata modeling spreadsheet is the right abstraction for such tasks, and furthermore, to the best of ourknowledge this abstraction has not been exploited for performance evaluation tool purposes.3



We believe that the approach proposed here will have a signi�cant impact on future performance tooldesigns as well as make signi�cant strides in wide-spread use of performance evaluation techniquesamong computer and communication system designers.Furthermore, a modeling tool that does not require expert-level methodology knowledge is also anexcellent undergraduate-level and graduate-level educational tool. Opportunities for hands-on expe-rience with modeling and performance evaluation as well as the ability to add new techniques to thetool greatly improve the educational experience of students and their future ability to apply what theyhave learned in class to design of real computer and communication systems.2 ChallengesIn this section we �rst discuss the need for and appropriate use of analytical models in the designand development process of computer and communication systems, from the point of view of systemperformance. We then give a brief overview of problems and challenges that a system designer andperformance analyst face, as well as shortcomings of existing tools intended for system performanceevaluation purposes.2.1 A Case for Analytical ModelsDesign choices in complex systems are non-obvious and mistakes in the design process can be costly| as stated in [8]:\... it is easy to cite an ongoing litany of multimillion-dollar computer systems that havefailed as a consequence of a short-sighted approach to system design (e.g., see [18, 20])."Hence, we believe that it is crucial to employ modeling tools and techniques at design-time, to facilitatethe asking of \what-if" type questions and use the answers to guide the design process and making ofdesign choices.There are two basic types of model evaluation techniques - analytical and simulation-based. Ideally,the \what-if" process should be interactive; hence, it would be inappropriate to have a simulationback-end for tools intended for use at design-time, since simulation is an inherently time consumingprocess. Consequently, we focus on analytical techniques. The key to a successful analytical modelingtool is to make it easy to use, yet powerful, exible, and fast.2.2 Problems with Existing ToolsExisting commercial and academic tools su�er from the following shortcomings: (1) lack of applicabilityto real systems, due to the so called \state explosion" problem, and (2) lack of ease of use, due to theneed to be an expert in the tool's methodology. 4



The \state explosion" problem is due to the need to model real systems which often result in extremelylarge models and sometimes in�nite ones (as explained below). Numerous research e�orts have focusedon development of methodologies (including our own work) [3, 17, 6] that address this \state explosion"problem. However, what is needed (and currently lacking) in order to apply existing methodologies aswell as facilitate development of new ones, is a tool that is able to easily incorporate such approaches.For reasons explained below, we believe that a tool that employs a spreadsheet-style abstraction, asproposed here, is the right one for these goals.The lack of ease of use is due to the lack of proper speci�cation, manipulation, and visualization ofmodels, i.e., there is a need to visualize and manipulate models, not just the results of using them toevaluate performance of systems. For example, one motivation often cited for use of Petri Net basedtools [16] is that they provide a small set of primitives for describing system behavior and thereforeare easy to understand. However, even Petri Nets become too complex for a designer to keep track ofwhen modeling real systems [15]. Furthermore, it is di�cult to predict , based on speci�cation alone,which complex models of real systems will be too \large" for the tool to handle and which will not be.If a petri net is too large it is up to the designer to go through a trial and error process until he/sheis able to manipulate the model into a \manageable" state.The crux of the problem is that existing tools are too rigid. By that we mean that only experts in (a)that tool and (b) the modeling methodology implemented by that tool are able to use it successfully.The rest have to be satis�ed with toy examples. And, when things do not work as expected (such asthe model space is too large for the tool to handle), the designer using the tool is forced to redevelopthe model. Ideally we would just like the designer to \tweek" it. That is these tools are not builtto support model manipulation and changes properly, and so the designer is forced to \redo" themodel rather than work interactively with the tool to come to a point where the tool can \handle"the intended model (with appropriate tweeks).For instance, in our past work [6] we have had success with developing solution methodologies formodels that did not have known tractable solutions, where the \trick" was to tweek the model, ina controlled manner, until (a) it did have a tractable solution and (b) we could prove that the newmodel produced bounded errors on performance results of the original model. Having bounded errorsis key in methodology development. And, the reason we were able to produce such bounds, is becausewe were able to modify the original model in a systematic manner and keep track of the correspondingchanges. Of course, we had to do it all by hand . Thus, having a tool that can do this would greatlysimplify the process and facilitate development of new methodologies.In summary, our challenge in this work is to build a exible modeling tool that can be easily used bysystem designers who do not have expertise in modeling methodologies to guide their design process inan interactive manner. 5



2.3 In�nite ModelsWe now discuss the importance of being able to specify, manipulate, and visualize in�nite models,which to the best of our knowledge no existing commercial or academic tool can do in general. Thisis partly due to the fact that many existing tools must �rst generate the model's state space, inorder to compute the corresponding performance metrics, and of course, actual generation of in�nitestate space is not possible. Hence, most of these tools require the user to \truncate" the model atspeci�cation time (rather than at solution time). Truncation often results in unbounded errors as wellas in a loss of the model's original structure.Although real systems are not in�nite, the need for in�nite models is real. Such needs are due to:1. utility of computing asymptotes when evaluating system performance;2. utility of exploring system bounds, e.g., in order to expose bottlenecks;3. the need for system sizing, for example for answering questions such as \what is the right bu�ersize for a network switch such that the probability of dropping packets is su�ciently low?";4. the fact that is is sometimes cheaper and easier to solve an in�nite version of a model than avery large version of it; this is due to the fact that often there is structure in in�nite modelswhich can be exploited (and which is not there in the very large versions of it), e.g., matrix-analytic techniques are often exploited for more e�cient solutions of system performance models;however, very few �nite forms of such models are known [10]Constructing tractable solutions for such models often requires searching for special structure. Thus,we next discuss the need for ease of model manipulation and visualization.2.4 Model Manipulation and VisualizationWe have a great deal of expertise in constructing methodologies for e�cient computation of perfor-mance metrics for large scale models. For instance, we have done work on bounding techniques, asdescribed in the example above. Based on our experience, we know that �nding appropriate modelstructure to exploit for the purposes of an e�cient computation can be an \art" | sometimes onemight see it right away (if one is lucky) and sometimes not. In either case, such work requires muchmanipulation of the model (because often it is the ordering of the states that makes all the di�erence)to massage it into the \right" form. Given existing tools, e.g., Matlab and Mathematica, such complexmanipulation must be done by hand along with a \mental" visualization of what would be the productof each manipulation.Having a exible mechanism for visualization and manipulation of models would make this \method-ology development" process a more structured process than just \dumb luck".6



2.5 Model Solution ManagementGiven the above stated need for model manipulation, part of the tool's essential functionality mustinclude model solution management support.A system designer should not have to come up with the right (i.e., solvable) model on a �rst try, andneither should he/she have to \redo" the model when it is not solvable by the tool (due to scalabilityand complexity problems). Tools, such as Matlab and Mathematica, do allow one to manipulate themodel, however this is accomplished through essentially general \code development". The ability todo such manipulations is, to the best of our knowledge, completely missing from the higher abstractionbased tools, such as Petri Net tools.Ideally, the designer should not be forced to describe the model based on what is \solvable". That isone reason why designers feel more comfortable with simulation models rather than analytical models,i.e., however they describe the simulation model it is \solvable". We believe that designers shouldmodel their systems based on how it should work and what is important about its behavior ratherthan what is \solvable" by the tool. Of course, solutions of these models are still needed.Hence, what is really needed in a tool is a way for a designer to \associate" what he/she would liketo be the \real" model of their system with what the tool is capable of solving. This capability willfacilitate (a) successful use of the modeling tool by designers and (b) successful use of the tool bymethodology developers, since in both cases support must exist for model manipulation at solutiontime.3 Our Approach | �olshoi, A Modeling SpreadsheetIn this section we describe our approach and the corresponding proposed research as well as discussadvantages of such an approach.3.1 SpreadsheetsThe �rst important part of our approach is a spreadsheet style interface which has the advantageslisted below.Note that these advantages and exibility (as listed below) are due to the fact that in some sensespreadsheets are \structure-free" because everything boils down to the manipulation of a single prim-itive, a range of cells, i.e., we can go from a single cell to a semi-in�nite structure in 2-D. Hence,we believe that the spreadsheet abstraction is the appropriate \foundation" for our modeling tool.For instance, we can construct, visualize, and maintain in�nite models naturally (as described in theprevious section). 7



This useful interface and abstraction thus gives us the following advantages.1. Spreadsheets were originally designed as \fancy calculators" for data evaluation and analysis.Today, spreadsheets are an essential business tool, used for a multitude of purposes such as pre-sentation and manipulation of data (not just its evaluation and analysis) by millions of peoplefrom a variety of backgrounds. Therefore, as a user interface and as a useful abstraction, spread-sheets are a \proven technology" and hence will be an appropriate interface and abstraction fora modeling tool intended for non-experts.2. Spreadsheets have also \proven" useful for answering \what-if" type questions easily. The ca-pability to explore \what-if" type questions with ease is essential for system design, capacityplanning, and so on.3. Spreadsheets are also appropriate for model visualization purposes, particularly because thespreadsheet interface makes it easy to visualize only parts of a model, i.e., we do not have tobother with the whole, which is also useful in the case of in�nite models.4. Spreadsheets can be used as a \canonical" intermediate form for model and solution representa-tion, i.e., we can build both front-ends (e.g., petri nets, queueing networks) and back-ends (e.g.,various solvers) for it. Thus, it will aid with model manipulation as well.Hence, part of this research e�ort will be to explore how far we can push the \range of cells" abstractionin achieving the essential features and goals of a modeling tool (as described in the previous section).We will do this by integrating, into a basic spreadsheet, a collection of solvers (i.e., solution techniques)and by building a collection of applications on top of this, as described in the remainder of this section.3.2 Models and OperatorsThe two main \entities" that exist in �olshoi are: models and operators. A model is simply a range ofcells. An operator is an entity that takes one or more models as input and produces one or more modelsas output, after some manipulation. We view �olshoi as a repository of methodologies and solutiontechniques, implemented as operators, where the goal is to insure that the tool itself can evolve asnew and better modeling techniques become available for improving e�ciency and scalability of themodeling process.There are di�erent classes of operators: (1) model solvers (i.e., traditional solvers which, for instance,compute performance measures, state probabilities, etc.), and (2) model transformers, which are ex-plained in more detail below. Note that both models and operators can be hierarchical, i.e., made upof sub-models and sub-operators.All operators will be implemented using software components methodology, such as DCOM or CORBA.The component methodology will allow us to provide interoperability between generic solvers (refer to8



Section 3.2.1) and specialized solvers that will be created by the modeler using our tool. Furthermore,we will add wrappers to existing solvers (these solvers will include both \home grown" and contributedsoftware, as described in Section 4), in order to make them all interoperate.We next describe the di�erent classes of operators, and speci�cally, traditional solvers and modeltransformation. We also briey discuss integration issues, including bene�ts of hierarchical modelmanipulation.3.2.1 Traditional SolversWe will provide the following initial set of traditional solvers, where many of these solvers alreadyexist, and our main e�orts here will be to provide wrappers for these solvers in order to integrate theminto �olshoi:� Markov chain solvers| including direct as well as iterative methods (e.g., power method, SOR,GTH, etc.) [19] as well as structure-based solvers such as matrix-analytic solution methods [10].The code base for some of these solvers already exists and will be provided by our collaborators(refer to Section 4.� Queueing network solvers | including product-form (open, closed, mixed) solvers (e.g., MVA,AMVA, etc.) and non-product-form extensions [2, 5].� Commercial solvers | including Matlab, Mathematica, and so on.3.2.2 Model TransformationAs mentioned earlier, discovery of special structure facilitates e�cient model solution. However, whensuch structure is not present in the system model, we can still produce e�cient solution techniques by\transforming" the original model into one that does have structure. Such transformations are at thecore of the art and science of system modeling.Thus, we will also develop methodology that will facilitate model \transformation" and keep track ofthe relationships between the transformed models. This capability will result in signi�cant improve-ments in e�ciency and scalability of performance evaluation techniques that can be used to analyzethe original model. This is due to the fact that di�erent analysis techniques can take advantage ofdi�erent structure that maybe present in the system model. For instance, a Markov chain representa-tion of a system's model might have matrix-geometric form [12] or a queueing networks representationof the same model might have product form [1] | in either case, an e�cient solution of the modelis possible but undetectable without proper model representation. With proper represenation of asystem model, detection of such special structure in the model, or in a sub-component of a model, canbe semi-automated. 9



3.2.3 Integration and Implementation IssuesIntegration of performance evaluation techniques is another feature that is key to achieving a highdegree of scalability. And, scalability is essential to the success of performance evaluation of largeand complex systems. We will design and develop mechanisms for speci�cation of multiple analysisand evaluation techniques of a model. This will be useful in hierarchical performance evaluation andanalysis of models. These declarations will be used in algorithms for automatic discovery of analysis\capabilities" of model sub-components, prior to deciding on a plan of analysis and evaluation.Note that, integration of evaluation techniques is not, in general, a straightforward task. However,such integration can have signi�cant advantages in computing solutions to performance evaluationmodels. For instance, certain combinations of analytic solution techniques, e.g., as in [11], have theadvantage of being easily parallelizable as compared to simulation.To this end, we will proceed as follows.� We will start our implementation e�orts with a publically available spreadsheet, gnumeric.� We will also begin with a set of available traditional solvers (as described above).� We will also implement an initial set of applications (as described in Section 3.4).� Due to the use of component software technology, it will be simple to contribute new solvers aswell as other operators, and new applications to �olshoi. For instance, this will be done throughour collaborating research groups (as described in Section 4) as well as through educationale�orts (as described in Section 5).� Current spreadsheets provide macro languages. However, they are insu�cient for our purposes,for instance, there are no provisions for manipulation of in�nite models. Hence, part of thee�ort here will be to extend the existing macro language capabilities for our purposes. Thiswill include, making it su�ciently e�cient for large-scale models, providing some form of \lazyevaluation" in order to handle manipulation of (parts of) in�nite models, and so on.� Generic spreadsheets, in general, are ine�cient, and can not be used to solve real-size models,at least not when applied to large-scale computer and communication systems. Hence, part ofthe e�ort here will be to focus on the spreadsheet's e�ciency as well.� Existing spreadsheet plug-in technology is fairly limited. Hence, part of the e�ort here will beto extend it and customize it for system performance evaluation needs. Again, extensions thatwill allow manipulation of in�nite models will be one of the signi�cant e�orts here.3.3 VisualizationGeneric spreadsheets already have fairly extensive data visualization and presentation capabilities, inthe form of graphs, charts, histograms, and so on. However, for our purposes we still need to extend10



the existing capabilities for such customized support for visualization of in�nite models, visualizationof scienti�c data with a set of given semantics (e.g., sparse matrices, block-structured matrices, andso on). Thus, part of this e�ort will be to provide such extensions.3.4 ApplicationsWe will also customize �olshoi for several applications as a proof of concept. These applications include:1. capacity planning and system sizing tool| for instance, for web hosting applications, where, e.g.,the ISP providing the web hosting service would ideally like to determine how to size each part ofthe system (memory, disks, CPU, etc.) so as to provide a level of quality-of-service commensuratewith the customer service agreements but at the lowest cost (to the ISP) possible.2. cluster-based computing design tool | for instance, for \porting" a federated (or an embedded)system to a more generic environment, such as a network of commodity PCs; this is no small task,given that the federated system is likely to have been developed using customized software andhardware, i.e., essentially this is not a port but a re-design of the entire system. Without a fairyextensive performance evaluation process, it would be di�cult to say what type of architectureshould be targeted for such a system. The speci�c application we target in this context is aradar application, as we already have expertise in that area [9].3. corporate network planning tool | planning of a corporate network requires answering a mul-titude of \what-if" type questions; since we believe (as described above) that spreadsheets arewell suited for such tasks, we will build this application as a test of the \what-if" capabilities of�olshoi.4. Markov chain modeling tool | since we believe (as described above) that spreadsheets are wellsuited for in�nite models and facilitate detection of special structure for e�cient solution pur-poses, we will build this application as a test of �olshoi's capabilities in this area. Furthermore,given our expertise and interest in research in methodology for solution of Markov chain models[6], this is a good choice of applications. Lastly, as described in Section 4, our existing collabo-rations with Prof. de Souza e Silva's group will also contribute to expanding the capabilities ofthis application (in the form of traditional solvers contributions) as well provide a user base forit (with Profs. Lui's and de Souza e Silva's research groups).5. Petri net modeling tool | we believe that higher level tools (i.e., tools using higher level ab-stractions, such as petri nets, queueing networks, etc.) can be easily built on top of �olshoi(i.e., we can easily build front-ends for such applications); we will test this concept by buildinga Petri Net front-end for �olshoi. Given our existing collaborations (see Section 4) with Prof.Franceschinis' group we will have the needed input from experts and a solid user base for thispurpose. 11



3.5 Past ExperienceOur previous e�orts in the area of performance evaluation tools include the Tangram [7, 13, 14] project,which was partly an e�ort to provide access to a multitude of existing analytic performance evaluationtools as well as simulation tools through a graphical user interface.Although successful in its e�orts, part of the lessons learned was a need for a simple yet powerfuland general abstraction for model speci�cation which was independent of the graphical UI used, theapplication being developed, the methodology used to solve the models, and so on. We believe thatthe \range of cells" abstraction is just such an abstraction.Furthermore, the object-oriented technology has signi�cantly matured since the Tangram project, andthus we will build a modern tool with modern technology, i.e., the component software technology.Lastly, the past experience of designing and building a performance evaluation tool, the lessons learned,the feedback received from the users (such as the di�culty with task-graph-based model speci�cationused in the past) will contribute to the success of �olshoi .4 Collaborations: expanding the tool's usability rangeThe following major (USA and foreign) collaborators, as well as their students and the research groupsthey lead, will participate in this project:1. Dr. Mark S. Squillante, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, USA2. Prof. Edmundo de Souza e Silva, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil3. Prof. John Chi Shing Lui, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong4. Prof. Giuliana Franceschinis, Universit�a del Piemonte, Orientale \Amedeo Avogadro", ItalyLetters of support from three of the above collaborators (Dr. Squillante, Prof. de Souza e Silva, andProf. Lui) are included in this proposal.We anticipate signi�cant bene�ts from the collaboration with the above researchers and institutions.These bene�ts are as follows.Dr. Squillante's group does extensive work on modeling and performance evaluation of computersystems, including extensive studies of web servers. Furthermore, they have expertise in a variety ofmodeling methodologies, for instance, Dr. Squillante is an expert on matrix-analytic techniques (asstated in his letter). Thus, he and his group will be provide us with user input, for �olshoi, in general,as well as speci�cally for the capacity planning tool and Markov chain modeling tool applications (as12



described in Section 3.4). Having user input, as well as a user base, in the industry will be of signi�cantbene�t to our e�orts.Prof. de Souza e Silva and Prof. Franceschinis have for many years been involved in tool development.Prof. de Souza e Silva is an expert on Markov chains, queueing networks, and reliability models aswell as on tools related to these methodologies. Prof. Franceschinis is an expert on Petri Nets as wellas tools related to this methodology (she is a member of the core team that developed the widely usedGreatSPN tool). Prof. Lui is an expert on methodology for Markov chain models and is interested incustomizing our tool for Internet and other network related applications. Thus, these collaboratorswill contribute to expanding the range of solution methodologies and applications (refer to Section3.4) that will be provided by our tool. These contributions and support will be done in the form of(1) the respective researcher's time, (2) their graduate students' time, and (3) contribution of theirexisting source code (this includes TANGRAM-II and GreatSPN). This is also stated in the supportletters.Furthermore, from an educational point of view, they will serve as other educational sites (in addition toUniversity of Maryland) that will use our tool in their courses and provide feedback on its improvementfor educational purposes.Thus these USA and foreign collaborations will bring bene�ts through expanding the range of method-ologies and applications that can be included in the tool, i.e., in addition to the expertise of the PI's,as well as through expanding the user base, for research and educational purposes.5 Educational Bene�tsSystem performance evaluation should be an important part of an educational experience of bothundergraduate and graduate students in Computer Science and Computer Engineering who havean interest in systems related topics, such as operating systems, communication networks, databasesystems, and so on. Even students that do not go on to become \performance specialists" can greatlybene�t from such an education, as \good performance" is a goal in most computer and communicationsystems built today.Performance evaluation and prediction of today's complex computer systems is no easy task. Theanalytical methodologies required to do that are complex. Even if only simulation is used, propersimulation methodology and result interpretation is also critical to the success of the performancestudies.One of the best ways to educate students about performance evaluation is to have them do performance-oriented design and studies of realistic systems, i.e., in the form of class projects. Having a tool thatis able to handle evaluation of realistic systems and that will allow students to (a) have a hands-on13



experience with existing evaluation techniques and (b) customize or add their own techniques andapplications, will be invaluable to their educational experience and have a signi�cant e�ect on theirfuture work and careers.Thus, our educational goal in this project is to use �olshoi in performance evaluation courses at theUniversity of Maryland (as well as at foreign institutions as described above), so that the students canuse it to (1) learn about performance evaluation methods, (2) add new techniques to it, which greatlycontributes to their understanding of the performance �eld, and (3) customize it for new applications,which greatly contributes to their understanding of systems that are of interest to them.6 Previous WorkIn this section we briey discuss existing analytical tools using the classi�cation given in [16]. For alisting of tools and details on each tool category refer to an excellent tutorial in [16]. (Note that, avariety of simulation and measurement tools also exist, but are outside the scope of this proposal | asstated previously, our interests here are mostly in an interactive (and therefore analytic) performanceevaluation process.)� Single Formalism Tools | these tools provide a single model speci�cation abstraction, oftenwith a variety of solution techniques. These include, queueing networks (product-form and non-product-form), matrix-analytic, stochastic petri nets and extensions, stochastic process algebras,and a variety of application-tailored tools (but also based on a single formalism).� Combination of Multiple Tools in a Single Software Environment| these tools are user-interface-driven, i.e., they integrate multiple speci�cation, analysis, and presentation tools through acommon graphical user interface.� Integrated Modeling Framework | these tools integrate multiple modeling formalisms and solu-tion techniques and are motivated by the belief that no single formalism is best for representationof all parts of a complex computer or communication system as well as that no single solutiontechnique is appropriate and/or e�cient for all models. These include recent work on the Mobiusproject [4].To the best of our knowledge, none of these tools deal with the issues of in�nite models in a generalmanner; speci�cally, except for tools that include open queueing networks and matrix-analytic tech-niques, none deal with in�nite models at all. The open queueing networks and matrix-analytic toolsare based on a speci�c single formalism, and it is not at all clear how to carry over their approaches(to in�nite models) to other formalisms.Furthermore, we believe that all of the above tools su�er from the problem that they are intendedfor expert users only. As stated earlier, we also believe that the spreadsheet abstraction is the mostnatural one available to date and the one suited for experts and non-experts alike. None of the tools14
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